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Increasingly, virtual environments are being used in educational and training applications.
As with other types of applications that use virtual environments, these scenarios must be
evaluated in terms of user experience. However, they also should be evaluated on the
efficacy of the training or learning provided, so as to ensure learning transfer. Frameworks,
such as the Kirkpatrick Model, exist to evaluate training scenarios, but application of these
frameworks has not been fully utilized in development of virtual environment-based
education and training. To address this gap and to also share our process with other
virtual environment developers, we discuss our experience applying the Kirkpatrick Model
to an existing virtual human (VH) application for medical communication skills training. The
Kirkpatrick Model provides different levels of evaluation for training programs that include
learners’ reactions to the training, the knowledge acquired from the training, behaviors
indicating the training was applied, and the degree high-level results were impacted as a
result of the training. While we discuss all of the Model’s levels, our focus for this work is
Level 3 Behavior. The Kirkpatrick Model currently recommends that behavioral change
may only be measured while a trainee is working in a real-world context. However, given
existing evidence that VH applications have been shown to elicit real-world behaviors from
participants, we suggest that VH training scenarios may be a method of measuring
Behavior level metrics before trainees are evaluated in situ. Initial support for this
suggestion is provided by our study examining whether VHs can elicit changes in
communication skills learners’ message production behavior over time. This study
indicates that learners displayed changes in several metrics over the course of the
semester. Based on this finding, we suggest a direction for future research: observing
learner behavior in a virtual environment as a pre-cursor to behavioral measures while in a
real-world scenario.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Increasingly, virtual environments are being used in educational
and training applications in a variety of scenarios, such as medical
training and interpersonal communication skill building (Xie
et al., 2021). Thus, in addition to general concerns regarding
the user experience of these applications, virtual environment
developers must often also evaluate the training provided by these
scenarios. However, evaluating this training aspect of virtual
environments can be challenging: in a recent review of virtual
reality (VR) applications for skills training, Xie et al. note that
identifying the particular factors of training that should be
targeted to ensure learning transfer is difficult (Xie et al.,
2021). The authors also note the existence of specific concerns
regarding learning transfer between virtual training and the real
world (Xie et al., 2021).

In the medical domain, researchers have applied the
Kirkpatrick Model to address this question of how to evaluate
educational virtual environments to target learning transfer (see
Zaveri et al. (2016); Kundhal and Grantcharov (2009); Beal et al.
(2017); Delisle et al. (2019) for examples). The Kirkpatrick Model
is often considered the gold standard for evaluation of training
but has not yet been widely applied in virtual environment-based
training. The Kirkpatrick Model has four different “levels” by
which an training program may be evaluated: 1) Reaction, 2)
Learning, 3) Behavior, and 4) Results. The Kirkpatrick Model is
suitable for evaluating virtual environment-based education and
training across a range of criteria: the Model includes typical user
experience measures at the first (Reaction) level, such as
engagement or satisfaction, while also providing guidance to
identify measures focused on the learning outcomes of the
training program. To identify these outcome-focused
measures, the Kirkpatrick Model recommends beginning with
the final level, the Results level, to ensure a training program
meets an organization’s larger mission or purpose. Once potential
measures for the results level are identified, training program
developers can work backward from this larger vision to identify
behaviors and skills that should be targeted in the training
program itself.

In this paper, we recommend the application of the
Kirkpatrick Model to educational and training applications
using virtual environments and explain our process of
applying the Kirkpatrick Model to virtual human (VH)
healthcare communication skills training. While other medical
education research has applied the KirkpatrickModel for training
program evaluation, we detail our process here so that developers
of non-medical virtual environments or simulations may benefit
from the best practices of the medical education community. Our
work here describes the process of applying the Kirkpatrick
Model to a desktop virtual human (VH) application for
healthcare students’ communication skills. By using this
process, we were able to identify relevant metrics that allowed
us to evaluate whether VHs can elicit changes in healthcare
students’ communication skills over time.

A brief overview of our process is as follows: we began by
identifying an existing problem in healthcare communication,
patient adherence. Patient adherence refers to the level patients

follow the medical instructions given to them by their healthcare
providers. While we did not measure patient adherence directly,
identifying patient adherence as a Results level measure directly
informed our lower-level measures, as suggested by the
Kirkpatrick Model. By aiming to improve patient adherence,
we were then able to identify healthcare provider behaviors to
target in our application–those that promote higher patient
adherence. We then identified six metrics related to a
healthcare provider’s message production behavior, or how
one transforms one’s thoughts into messages to communicate
with others. While our focus for this work is primarily discussing
the Behavior level of the Kirkpatrick Model, we also detail
potential level two and level one measures for our
communication skills training application.

In addition to discussing our application of the Kirkpatrick
Model, we also suggest that educational VH scenarios may be
applicable to several levels of the Kirkpatrick Model. The latest
version of the Model states that Behavior measures may only be
evaluated when learners apply training in real-world settings.
However, as VHs can elicit real-world behaviors from
participants (Cassell et al., 2009; Kleinsmith et al., 2015), we
suggest that evaluations of behaviors may begin to be examined
with VHs by using behavioral measures that can be used in both
the virtual and real worlds. In other words, developers may be
able to gain insight regarding the efficacy of the virtual
environment training by incorporating behavioral measures in
the VH training itself, potentially lessening the gap between the
Learning and Behavior levels of the Model.

To add to the existing literature that suggests that VHs can
elicit real-world behaviors, we present our study examining
whether VHs can elicit changes in communication skills
learners’ message production over time. For this study, we
invited speech-language pathology students to interview two
virtual patients (VPs) over the course of their academic
semester. Using the Kirkpatrick Model, we identified six
message production metrics that to target patient adherence,
or the degree to which a patient follows their providers’
healthcare instructions. Using the VP interview data, we
compared students’ message production at different points in
their academic semester using these message production metrics.
This study indicates that learners displayed changes in several
metrics over the course of the semester, thus suggesting the
potential for VHs to capture trainee behavioral data.

2 RELATED WORK

In this section, we discuss previous applications of the Kirkpatrick
Model to virtual environments for education and/or training. We
briefly introduce the model in Section 2.1 for discussion
purposes, but a fuller description of the Model and each level
is provided in Section 3.2. We note that for brevity, when we
discuss the Model, we refer to the NewWorld Kirkpatrick Model,
as presented in Kirkpatrick and Kirkpatrick’s 2016 book
(Kirkpatrick and Kirkpatrick, 2016). This New World Model is
the latest iteration of the Kirkpatrick Model first presented in Dr.
Kirkpatrick’s dissertation in 1954 (Kirkpatrick, 1954). In Section
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2.2, we also discuss existing methods for evaluating healthcare
communication skills training while in virtual environments, as
medical communication skills training is the educational domain
of interest for our VH scenario.

It is important to note that systems deploying virtual
environments may cover systems with a variety of
characteristics, ranging from low-to high-tech and from fully
immersive environments that require the use of head-mounted
displays (HMDs) to non-fully immersive 2D VR systems
administered without HMDs (Li et al., 2011). While our work
with VHs is focused on non-fully immersive systems, we believe
that the Kirkpatrick concepts discussed are applicable to both
fully- and non-fully immersive systems, as the Kirkpatrick Model
is not reliant on any particular type of training in order to be used.
Consequently, in this section, we discuss a number of systems that
range in terms of immersiveness.

2.1 Existing Applications of the Kirkpatrick
Model to Training in Virtual Environments
The Kirkpatrick Model has four levels for evaluating training
(Kirkpatrick and Craig, 1970):

• Level 4 Results—the degree targeted outcomes occur
• Level 3 Behavior—the degree participants apply concepts
learned in training

• Level 2 Learning—the degree participants acquire intended
knowledge in training

• Level 1 Reaction—the degree participants find the training
favorable

Results–the highest level and the “ultimate” outcome of the
training scenario–measure the impact of the training on the
organization level (productivity gains, cost savings, employee
attitude/morale) (Brogden and Taylor, 1950). The Kirkpatrick
Model advocates evaluating training scenarios with the results
level in mind first, so that the impact of these results may inform
the lower levels. Behavior, Level 3, measures the degree
individuals actually use what they learned in training when
they are on the job (Alliger et al., 1997). The next level,
Learning (Level 2), is defined in this context as knowledge,
skills and feelings acquired in the short term at the end of
training (the simplest and most commonly used measurement)
and in the long term to assess retention of what was learned.
Reaction (Level 1) is a measurement of trainees’ feelings toward
the training program in terms of utility and enjoyment, and it is
the most commonly collected type of evaluation data (Bassi et al.,
1996).

Given the popularity of the Kirkpatrick Model, several
applications using virtual environments have applied the
Model, but the use of the full-breadth of evaluation levels
appears to be rare. The majority of studies on virtual
environment-based training have reported positive results
regarding users’ reactions (Level 1) (Schmidt and Stewart,
2009; Alaraj et al., 2011; Loukas et al., 2011; Kidd et al.,
2012; Cohen et al., 2013). However, fewer studies have
attempted to reach Levels 3 and 4. For example, Suàrez

et al. applied the Kirkpatrick Model as a framework to
compare learning with virtual human role-players and a
variety of other training methods, including real human
role-players (Suárez et al., 2021). The authors note that they
only focused on Levels 1 and 2 of the Model explicitly because
the higher levels can only be evaluated “once a long period of
time has elapsed after training” (Suárez et al., 2021). While
certain aspects of Levels 3 and 4, such as monitoring learners’
on-the-job behavior, do require some time to pass, the
important behaviors to target in Level 3 can potentially be
incorporated into educational virtual environments to begin
understanding the impact of the training, as we will discuss in
Section 3.2.

Similarly, Grabowski et al. developed a virtual reality-based
pilot training simulation for underground coal miners
(Grabowski and Jankowski, 2015). Work in the mining
industry has been described as dirty, dark, wet, noisy, hot,
uncomfortable and as being one of the most dangerous
industries (Van Wyk and De Villiers, 2009), supporting the
idea that the Kirkpatrick Model is a suitable evaluation
method toward reducing the gap between theoretical training
and practice. In this context, Grabowski et al. applied a training
questionnaire based on the Kirkpatrick Model. Similar to many
other educational applications using virtual environments, they
focused on evaluating lower levels—in this case Level 1
(Reactions)—with less emphasis on Levels 2, 3, and 4.

As another example from the healthcare context, Zaveri et al.
compared an online learning platform and a virtual human-
based module (on Second Life) simulating pediatric sedation
procedures (Zaveri et al., 2016). In contrast to the previously
described research applying the Kirkpatrick Model, the authors
attempted to evaluate their work regarding the first three of
Kirkpatrick’s levels. The results showed positive findings for
Kirkpatrick’s Level 1 (participants had a positive reaction to the
experience). However, no statistically significant differences
were found regarding Levels 2 and 3 when comparing the
virtual-human module and the baseline web-based module.
In another noteworthy example, Kundhal, et al. compared
performance in a virtual environment to actual operating
room performance by applying a checklist, effectively
evaluating Levels 3 and 4 of the Model (Kundhal and
Grantcharov, 2009). This work demonstrated that training in
virtual environments can impact those two levels when
simulating real environments.

Taken together, these efforts suggest a trend toward applying
the Kirkpatrick Model to educational and training virtual
environments, with more frequent application of the full
Model in the healthcare education context. However, little is
mentioned for these applications about how the Model was
applied and to what extent it was used beyond questionnaires
for the evaluation phase of those studies. Our work contributes to
the field of virtual environments for education training by
describing how we adapted the Model to virtual environment
training, specifically in the context of a healthcare scenario, and
how the Kirkpatrick Model can help virtual environment
developers and researchers plan the overall goals and metrics
for their proposed systems.
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2.2 Educational Measures in Applications
for Healthcare Communication Skills
Training in Virtual Environments
Given the importance of doctor-patient communication,
researchers in healthcare education have developed approaches
to measure students’ communication competency in real
environments. One such approach is the Control, Explaining,
Listening and Influencing (CELI) model (Wouda et al., 2011),
which aims to promote patient-centered communication. Given
the complex nature of patient-centered communication, the
developers of this model note that many healthcare
communications skill training scenarios suffer from a
mismatch between the learning objectives and skills taught in
the training. To better address this mismatch, the CELI model
was developed.

The existence of the CELI model for real world competency
measurement would suggest that a simple method to address
communication skills measurement in virtual environments is to
use the CELI model in a virtual environment itself. However,
follow-up research using the CELI model in the real world
revealed that healthcare students require deliberate practice in
order to improve communication skills past a “satisfactory” level
(Wouda and van de Wiel, 2012). Deliberate practice involves a
learner engaging in activities with explicit learning goals that can
allow the learner to challenge any behaviors that are unconscious
and sub-optimal. According to Wouda and van de Wiel, the key
components of deliberate practice for healthcare communication
skills training are as follows (Wouda and van de Wiel, 2013):

• “Learning tasks with well-defined goals”
• “Stimulating learning tasks of short duration with
opportunities for immediate feedback, reflection, and
corrections”

• “Having ample opportunities for repetition, gradual
refinements, and practice in challenging situations”

• “Being motivated to improve”

Characteristics such as the “well-defined goals” and the need
for tasks with “short duration” and “immediate feedback” suggest
a narrower scope than a holistic view of patient-centered
communication, which is the aim of the CELI model. Thus,
from the existing literature on measuring healthcare
communication competency, we see two important goals that
should be addressed by healthcare communication skills
scenarios: 1) alignment between a scenario’s stated learning
objectives and the skills being taught 2) a narrower scope than
broadly improving patient-centered communication.

Evidence of the latter goal is present in many healthcare
communication skills training scenarios, as many of these
scenarios focus on specific skills or types of communication.
For example, several virtual patient scenarios focus on developing
student empathy (Halan et al., 2015; Foster et al., 2016). Other
applications have focused on information discovery, notably the
Virtual People Factory system (discussed further in Section 3.1),
the existing system to which we applied the Kirkpatrick Model in
this work. Still other non-fully immersive systems, such as

SIDNIE, targeted specific communication skills needed for
working with a particular group of patients. In the case of
SIDNIE, the system targeted learners’ unbiased and age-
appropriate language when interacting with pediatric patients
(Dukes et al., 2013).

These systems use a variety of methods specific to the
communication skill of interest to measure learners’
performance. For example, information discovery in VPF2 is
measured by students’ discovery of pre-defined pieces of
important diagnostic information. Similarly, choosing the
more unbiased and age-appropriate questions built into
SIDNIE yields better performance. On the other hand, the
empathy systems have used simulations to collect learner
communication skills behavior that is then later evaluated by
an expert grader using an existing framework, such as the
Empathic Communication Coding System for empathy. While
there are clearly a variety of methods to measure communications
skills in virtual environments, common to many of these methods
is the incorporation of an expert in healthcare communication to
provide guidance on metric development. However, the process
for working with these experts is often not explicitly discussed,
especially in terms of ensuring alignment between a scenario’s
learning objectives and the skills being taught. The Kirkpatrick
Model is a good candidate for a framework to address these
concerns and may provide a common perspective by which to
discuss and compare these different metrics for healthcare
communication skills training, despite originating from
different skills and being applied to different virtual
environments.

3 THE KIRKPATRICK MODEL AND ITS
APPLICATION TO AN EDUCATIONAL
VIRTUAL HUMAN HEALTHCARE
SCENARIO

We now discuss our application of the Kirkpatrick Model to a
specific educational context: medical communication skills
training. Since we were applying the Model to an existing
training scenario, we begin this section with details of Virtual
People Factory, a desktop-based system that features
conversational VHs (see Section 3.1). Then, as the Model
proposes addressing the highest level (Level 4 Results) first in
order to address the learning-practice gap, we describe our
process in Section 3.2with details of Level 4 and work downward.

3.1 Virtual People Factory 2.0
VPF2 is a non-fully immersive application accessible online that
enables creation of and interaction with VHs. It is an iteration of
the conversational modeling system, Virtual People Factory,
developed by Brent Rossen in (Rossen, 2011). VPF2 was
designed to allow individuals without technical expertise but
with a particular domain expertise, such as a healthcare
instructor, to author a VH that can then be interviewed in the
same application. The VPF2 authoring process mostly focuses on
the creation of the VH script, which contains the dialogue
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responses a VH can provide, as well as the corresponding
questions that can elicit those dialogue responses.

Script authors can also define various meta-data, such as
discoveries and topics, for a VH script. A discovery is an
important piece of information that should be uncovered by
the learner over the course of a VH interview. Example
discoveries from a medical VH include “Difficulty with tough
foods” and “Coughs while eating.” In the context of a medical
interview, these discoveries may be important for making a
diagnosis. Another meta-data option provided by VPF2 is
topics. Topics can be used to group question and response
pairs. For instance, a virtual patient’s script could contain the
question “How does your swallowing problem affect your social
life?” under the topic of “Chief Complaint.”

In addition to the virtual human authoring capabilities
provided by VPF2, the application also enables the
interviewing of VHs in an online interface. This interface
allows remote VH interviewers to ask a VH questions while
using a personal desktop or laptop device. Typically, the
interview is conducted in a chat interaction style, as shown
in Figure 1: interviewers can type questions into an input box,
and VPF2 will match the typed question to the available
phrasings in the virtual human script. If a matching phrasing
is found, the VH responds with the corresponding script
response. If no matching phrasing is found, a standard
exception response (“Sorry, I don’t understand what you just
said. Can you say it another way?”) is returned instead. If an
interviewer asks a question that is mapped to a discovery, that

discovery is considered “uncovered” and is counted toward an
interviewer’s discovery score. A discovery score is calculated by
dividing the total number of uncovered discoveries by the total
discoveries in a VH scenario.

We place our work on the reality-virtuality continuum (?) by
describing VPF2 as a system to create and interact with
conversational VHs. Conversational VHs combine the virtual
components of a conversation partner, such as speech, gestures,
animations, virtual characters, and varying capabilities to
understand the user’s verbal and nonverbal inputs. The
conversational virtual humans exist on a continuum of levels
of immersion from displays such as on mobile phones and
laptops to immersive displays such as head-mounted displays
and CAVE-like systems. The conversational VHs discussed in
this paper included VHs capable of conversational dialogue
(either typed or spoken) restricted to the topic domain and
deployed on lower-immersion laptop and desktop displays.
This form factor was chosen to enable an educational
experience that could be integrated into an existing curriculum
and accessible via the resources available to the enrolled students.

3.2 The Kirkpatrick Model Applied
Our stakeholder for this work (listed as the third author, AM) was
interested in integrating existing virtual patients (VPs) into a
clinical practicum course for speech-language therapy (SLT)
students. The clinical practicum course is part of the students’
clinical training, and the VP interviews were integrated into the
course to provide support for the students’ final clinical exam. An

FIGURE 1 | A screenshot of VPF2’s chat interface with Lilly Smith.
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overview of our process for improving the impact of VP training
and the takeaways we identified from each step is as follows:

• Work with educators to determine and prioritize the most
important results to target → patient adherence to
healthcare recommendations and patient-centered
communication

• Work with educators to determine and prioritize the most
important behaviors learners need to exhibit to impact the
above outcomes→ SLTs should use language that promotes
patient adherence and patient-centered communication

• Work with educators to clearly map VP learning objectives
to the expected behaviors → VPs should recognize and
reward learners’ language that promotes patient adherence
and patient-centered communication

• Work with learners to understand their reaction to the
training → learners should find the VP scenario useful in
practicing using language that promotes patient adherence
and patient-centered communication

3.2.1 Results
First, we began by discussing with our stakeholder the planned
high-level results we wished to target using the existing VPs. Our
discussion centered on which problems in healthcare might be
impacted by a healthcare providers’ communication skills. (In our
case, as we had an existing VPs focused on communication skills,
this topic framed our initial results discussion, but if one is
creating entirely new educational virtual environment
application, this discussion will likely be more open-ended.)
One pressing issue that arose in these initial discussions was
that of patient adherence. Patient adherence, or the ability to
follow a provider’s instructions for care, has been linked to
successful patient outcomes. For example, for patients at risk
of heart disease, patient non-adherence can greatly influence
survival rates (Martin et al., 2005). In addition to the health
risks associate with non-adherence, there is also a great economic
cost. A 2004 survey estimated the “monetary waste” in the
United States associated with non-adherence could be as great
as $300 billion per year (DiMatteo, 2004). In 2005, the cost of
medical non-adherence alone was calculated to approximately
$100 billion annually.

Also of interest to our stakeholder was the applications’s
cultivation of students’ holistic interviewing skills, an
important aspect of patient-centered communication. Patient-
centered communication is a method of communicating with
patients that promotes a holistic understanding of patients rather
than a sole focus on the patient’s medical problem, so an
important skill healthcare students should cultivate is asking
questions on biomedical topics and social topics. While
holistic interviewing is often targeted as a result on its own, a
lack of patient-centered communication may contribute to a lack
of patient adherence. Take as an example the medical case of
focus for our VH simulation, dysphagia. Dysphagia is
characterized by difficulty swallowing, so an important factor
to discuss is the patient’s diet: what types of food they eat, the
hardness/softness of these foods, and so on. The importance of

food in dysphagia management makes gathering a holistic
perspective of the patient especially critical, as dysphagia
patients’ cultures and food can have a large impact on their
medical condition (Dikeman and Riquelme, 2002). However,
such details about patients’ culture and food practices may not
arise without the provider attempting to uncover a holistic view of
the patient.

3.2.2 Behaviors
After identifying improved patient adherence and holistic
interviewing as important outcomes to target, our next step
was to identify healthcare providers’ communication behaviors
that could affect these outcomes. The Kirkpatrick Model states
that Level 3 Behaviors can only truly be evaluated when learners
apply their training in the corresponding real-world scenario
(Kirkpatrick and Kirkpatrick, 2016). Additionally, these
behaviors should also be evaluated over the course of weeks
or months after the training to ensure that the training is
effective.

However, VHs have been to shown to elicit real-world
behaviors from humans in a variety of situations, such as the
presence of public speaking anxiety (Slater et al., 2006), context-
switching in child peer-to-peer communication (Cassell et al.,
2009), and display of empathy with virtual patients (Kleinsmith
et al., 2015). These behaviors are often demonstrated despite “low
representational and behavioral fidelity” (Slater et al., 2006) or
even acknowledgement from participants that the VH was “less
authentic” than an interaction with a real patient (Raij et al., 2006;
Kleinsmith et al., 2015). Thus, we see that even less immersive
systems can elicit real world behaviors with VHs. Similarly, VR
has also been used to study psychological phenomenon
previously only studied in physical settings (Fox et al., 2009).

Based on VHs’ abilities to elicit realistic behaviors from users,
we suggest that the Kirkpatrick Model’s Level 3 Behaviors may
also be observable in our application as well. In other words, we
may begin to observe learners’ behavior during training (the VH
simulation) itself and may use the training as a method to
measure learner behavior over time. Being able to observe
such measures early while learners are still interacting with
VHs may give developers insight as to whether the proper
behaviors are being learned from the training.

For our particular application, we should therefore identify
behaviors related to patient adherence that are meaningful and
measurable in both the real world and the virtual world that are
observable over time. Research in doctor-patient communication
indicates that cognitive factors, mostly the patient’s ability to
understand medical information, are central to issues of patient
adherence (Martin et al., 2005). Two popular recommendations
for communication behaviors that promote patient
understanding are reducing the use of medical jargon (Martin
et al., 2005; Graham and Brookey, 2008; Oates and Paasche-
Orlow, 2009; Green et al., 2014; Speer, 2015) and using simple
language (Oates and Paasche-Orlow, 2009; Green et al., 2014;
Speer, 2015). While these recommendations may seem simple,
failure to follow them can have severe consequences. Patients
have expressed concerns about providers who fail to use these
recommended behaviors (Waisman et al., 2003; Shaw et al.,
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2009). In some cases, failure to practice these strategies has also
led to malpractice lawsuits (Gordon, 1996).

A VH training scenario for medical communication skills can
therefore use measures related to reduced medical jargon and
simple language to promote patient adherence, but exactly how
these how these measures should be calculated is not necessarily
obvious. For example, easily calculable measures exist to calculate
language complexity, such as the Flesch Reading Ease (Flesch,
1948), but how should these measures be applied to a learner’s
communication behavior in a VH scenario? Should the goal be
simply to promote that language complexity should be as low as
possible? Additionally, we should also consider how these
measures might relate to measures for patient-centered
communication, such as asking the patient questions about
relevant social or cultural topics.

At this stage, we recommend working with stakeholders to
identify a framework to unify the behaviors of interest for the
virtual environment scenario, as the framework can assist in
further refining how the measures ought to be defined. In our
work, our focus on specific communication behaviors of
healthcare providers–using simple language, reducing jargon
use, asking questions across a variety of biomedical and social
topics–led us to identify a unifying concept in the
communication literature. This concept, which encompasses
all of these communication behaviors, is known as message
production, or the process by which a communicator
transforms a feeling or thought into a message to share it
with other people. While the framework provided by message
production did not come directly from the Kirkpatrick Model,
we were able to identify it through our focus on patient
adherence and holistic interviewing. This identification of
message production then allowed us to determine a number
of behavioral measures relevant to patient adherence and
holistic interviewing. These measures are discussed in
further detail in Section 4.2.

3.2.3 Learning Objectives
The Kirkpatrick Model includes several components as part of
this level: knowledge, skills, attitude, confidence, and
commitment (Kirkpatrick and Kirkpatrick, 2016). While all of
these components are important to consider when developing
training simulations, a focus on skills is likely of most interest for
instructional designers, given its potential to overlap with the
targeted behaviors from Level 3. Additionally, Kirkpatrick and
Kirkpatrick also advise that many of these components can be
evaluated simultaneously, so we choose to focus on skill
evaluation with the plan to add evaluation of other the
components in the future.

Given that we were iterating upon an existing VH training
scenario, our first question related to the learning objectives was
the degree to which learners were displaying these skills with our
VPs currently. We therefore analyzed transcripts from existing
interviews using the six metrics we identified from Level 3
Behavior. We analyzed transcripts from real healthcare
students to determine if there was any change in these
behaviors over time, with the hope that since these learners
were enrolled in a clinical practicum course at the time of the

interviews, a change in these behaviors would be displayed with
the VPs. This analysis is discussed in detail in Section 4.

3.2.4 Reactions
The lowest level of the Kirkpatrick Model is the Reactions level.
As with many existing training scenarios, we evaluated the
Reactions level to some degree before applying the Kirkpatrick
Model. This evaluation was done primarily through post-
interview survey questions. These questions included items on
the medical accuracy of the patient and aspects of the patient the
learners found interesting or challenging. We chose to continue
this method even after applying the Kirkpatrick Model to keep
this level simple, as we felt this best aligned with the Kirkpatrick
philosophy to place the higher levels at a greater importance.
However, as we continue to develop the VP training scenarios for
target patient adherence, questions that explicitly address the
communication skills aspect of the training would be helpful. For
example, future questions could include asking the learners about
the impact of the training on their medical interviewing skills.

4 MATERIALS AND METHODS

After identifying the six message production metrics relevant to
patient adherence and holistic interviewing, we then used these
metrics to examine retroactively medical communication skills
learners’ message production behaviors with VPs. We gathered
VP interviews from 66 real healthcare students from four
previous years to identify any trends in students’ message
production with VPs over time. The interviews were collected
from several cohorts of learners (from the years 2015, 2016, 2018,
and 2019) who had had VP interviews integrated into their
academic coursework. For each course integration, at the
beginning of the semester, students were given an introduction
to virtual patient interviewing in VPF2. This introduction
covered best practices when using VPF2, including tips such
as avoiding the use of pronouns to better match the system’s
natural language processing or how to track one’s progress in an
interview. Also at the beginning of the semester, students were
asked to complete a background survey with information on their
previous experiences interacting with patients and with relevant
technology, such as online messaging and videos game use.

After the system introduction and background survey,
students began interviewing VPs. The number of VPs
interviewed for each course integration, depending on the
wishes of the instructors and the goals of the larger studies
being conducted, but all students interviewed at least 3 VPs.
Of these virtual patients, this work considers the first two
interviews, as they are have the most similarities across the
different course integrations. Firstly, for all of the cohorts, the
first two interviews occurred approximately 1 month apart, and
the first and second interviews had no other VP-related tasks
between them. A diagram of the course integration tasks
represented in this work is provided in Figure 2.

The virtual patients interviewed by the students differed, in
efforts to coordinate with the instructors what patients they
would find most useful to their classes. To investigate whether
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there were any effects on message production due to the students
interacting with different virtual patients, students were grouped
into two groups based on which patients they interviewed: Group
A included the students who interviewed the virtual patients Lilly
Smith and Vinny Devito. Group B included the students who
interviewed Lilly Smith and Monica Roberts. Group A included
students from the University of Auckland in 2015 and 2016, while
Group B included students from the University of Auckland in
2018 and Kent State University in 2019.

4.1 Population
Information from the background survey for students in each
interview group and across all students is provided inTable 1. For
this work, 66 students completed the first two virtual patient
interviews, but only 65 students completed the background
survey. The survey data for the 65 respondents is reported here.

Across both groups, students’ average age was 26.9 ±
6.16 years. The majority of the students in both groups were
female, (93.8%). This gender distribution is consistent with real-
world speech language pathologists (ASHA, 2020). Students
reported interacting with an average of approximately 32
patients with a standard deviation of 17 patients, and a slight
majority reported no previous communication skills
training (56.9%).

4.2 Metrics for Message Production in
Virtual Human Scenarios
Using the framework provided by message production, we
identified six measures relevant to patient adherence and
holistic interviewing. These six metrics correspond to message
production behaviors healthcare students should exhibit when

FIGURE 2 | The study tasks completed as part of the Message Production Trends study.

Name Gender Age Diagnosis Diagnostic
difficulty

Interview group

Lilly Smith Female 65 Parkinson’s disease 4/7 (Neutral) A and B
Vinny Devito Male 63 Brainstem stroke 3/7 (Moderately easy) A
Monica Roberts Female 38 Head/neck cancer 1/7 (Very easy) B

TABLE 1 | Demographic information for students in the Message Production Trends study.

Survey item Group A Group B All students

No. of Students 36 30 66
No. of Survey Respondents 36 29 65
Average Age (years) 25.9 ± 4.54 26.5 ± 7.80 26.2 ± 6.16
No. of Female Students 33 female (91.7%) 28 female (96.5%) 61 female (93.8%)
Average Estimate of Patients Interacted With 36 (SD ≈ 17) 27 (SD ≈ 15) 32 (SD ≈ 17)
Received Prior Communication Training 18 No (50.0%) 19 No (65.5%) 34 No (56.6%)
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interacting with patients. According to communication research,
message production has three different categories of assessment:
1) goal attainment, 2) efficiency, and 3) social appropriateness. In
the following subsections, we discuss the metrics identified for
each category.

4.2.1 Goal Attainment
Key to message production is the role of language as a tool to
achieve a goal. Humans do not engage in language use or social
interaction as ends themselves but do so to accomplish a goal,
such as building rapport (Berger, 2003). Thus, because message
production is a goal-driven activity, the degree to which a speaker
achieves his or her goal is an important measure. As discussed in
Section 3.2, an important outcome for our stakeholder and a
potential contributor to patient non-adherence was ensuring
learners pursue a holistic view of their patients. So, one way
we should measure learners’ goal attainment is by assessing
whether their message production behavior promotes a holistic
view of the patient. The measure we identified for this category of
message production assessment is the number of unique
ICF codes.

A message production behavior that fits this criterion is asking
questions on both medical and social topics, and further
consultation with our stakeholder introduced us to a
systematic set of labels for classifying medical information.
This set was the World Health Organization’s International
Classification of Functioning, Disability, and Health (ICF). The
WHO ICF is a framework used to “describe and measure health
and disability” (Üstün et al., 2003). As part of this framework, the
ICF includes a coding scheme to support a common vocabulary
of health topics across disciplines and languages.

Our stakeholder identified a subset of codes from the ICF that
related to dysphagia. This subset included a total of ninety-four
ICF codes across different categories within the ICF, such as
Body Functions and Structures, Environmental Factors, and
Personal Factors. Using the subset, we may tag every question
asked by learners to determine their coverage of different health
topics. Examples of the ICF codes used can be found in Table 2.
For each learner, the total number of unique ICF codes used in
each interview was normalized by ninety-four, the total number
of ICF codes being reviewed. A larger number of ICF codes used
in a single interview likely indicates a more holistic view of the
VP was pursued, as a wider range of topics would have been
covered.

4.2.2 Efficiency
The second category of message production assessment is
efficiency; speakers can potentially enact multiple strategies to
achieve their communication goals, but these strategies may vary
in the amount of time and effort needed to enact them (Berger,
2003). To measure efficiency, we identified twometrics: questions
per discovery and median question latency.

The questions per discovery metric originates from previous
virtual patient literature (Halan et al., 2018) and is the ratio of the
number of questions asked by the learner in the interview to the
number of discoveries uncovered by the student. This metric
reveals how efficiently a learner can uncover the important
information in a virtual patient interview. Higher values for
questions per discovery indicate less efficient interviewing, as
the student had to ask a greater number of questions to uncover
discoveries.

Our second efficiency metric, median question latency, is an
adaptation of speech latency, a measure that has been used in
existing communication literature (Greene and Geddes, 1993).
Median question latency is measured in VP interviews by
measuring the time interval in seconds between each of a
learner’s questions to the VP and then taking the median of
these intervals. While median question latency is inspired by
speech latency in the communication literature, it must be noted
that median question latency cannot be compared directly to
speech latency, as median question latency contains the
additional confound of typing time. Since learners must type
their questions to the virtual patient in VPF2, examining the time
between each question will also include the time needed to type
each question.

4.2.3 Social Appropriateness
The final category of message production assessment is social
appropriateness. In general contexts, examples of social
appropriateness may include producing messages with the
appropriate level of politeness, but as discussed previously in
Section 3.2, the ability of a healthcare provider to adapt his or her
language to promote patient adherence is also important. The two
suggestions often given to providers to communicate in a manner
that promotes patient adherence are 1) to speak in simple
language (Graham and Brookey, 2008; Green et al., 2014;
Speer, 2015) and 2) to use less medical jargon (Graham and
Brookey, 2008; Oates and Paasche-Orlow, 2009; Green et al.,
2014).

TABLE 2 | Examples of ICF codes, Flesch Reading Ease scores, and medical words identified for measures in the Message Production Trends study.

Student utterance ICF code Flesch reading ease Medical words identified

do you get a dry mouth b5104 salivation 116
describe the sensation during swallowing b51058 swallowing, other specified 15.6
do you work d850 remunerative employment 119
How about physical activity? d5701 managing diet and fitness −8.73 physical, activity
can you feed yourself e340 personal care providers 97.0
Are you having difficulty swallowing your medication e1101 drugs 6.36 medication
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To target simple language, we propose two measures: 1) the
percentage of learner utterances below the standard reading ease
and 2) the percentage of student utterances similar to the virtual
patient’s. Both of these measures use the Flesch Reading Ease
formula (FRE). The FRE has been used in past research to
evaluate patient-targeted documents (Williamson and Martin,
2010; Agarwal et al., 2013) and oral health advice (Bradshaw
et al., 1975). The FRE uses a text’s words per sentence and
syllables per word to calculate an overall score (Flesch, 1948). As
the score increases, text difficulty decreases. Scores ranging from
60 to 70 are considered “standard” and correspond to an
American eighth or ninth grade reading level (Flesch, 1949).
The percentage of learner utterances below the standard reading
ease (Percent Below Standard) addresses the general difficulty of
a learner’s utterances by calculating the percentage of utterances
that scored below 60, the lower end of the standard range of
the FRE.

The percentage of learner utterances similar to the virtual
patient’s (Percent Similar) was used to measure learner’ language
difficulty in relation to the virtual patient’s. While general
recommendations are to use simple language in medical
communication, oversimplifying may also be problematic; for
example, younger health care providers have been shown to
engage in elderspeak with elderly patients (Kemper, 1994).
Elderspeak involves changes in lexical complexity, speaking
rate, and number of other factors of one’s communication and
has been associated with inverse health outcomes of the elderly
patients it is used with (Williams et al., 2009). Thus, while simple
language is important, health care providers should also adapt
accordingly to the patient they are currently interacting with. To
measure learner adaptability, the reading ease of learners’
utterances were compared to the mean of the virtual patient’s
reading ease. If a learner’s utterance was within one standard
deviation of the virtual patient’s mean reading ease, this utterance
was considered “similar” to the virtual patient’s. For each learner,
the number of similar utterances was normalized by the count of
all the learner’s utterances to calculate the final metric.

For our final metric, we used the percentage of medical words
used by learners to target learners’ use of medical jargon. First, a
medical word list was created to label the students’ transcripts.
The medical word list included an 819-word long list created by
Lei and Liu in efforts to create an updated academic medical word
list (Lei and Liu, 2016). This list was augmented by words pulled
from hospital glossaries focused on speech language pathology to
ensure coverage of dysphagia-related terms (Cincinnati
Childrens, 2021). To determine whether a student’s word was
a medical word, student utterances were tagged with part-of-
speech information using the Python NLTK library (Bird et al.,
2009). Since the medical word list only contained nouns,
adjectives, and adverbs, the student utterances were filtered
down to words of these three parts-of-speech. The remaining
words were lemmatized using the lemmatizer provided in the
Python NLTK library and then compared against words of the
same part-of-speech in the medical word list. For each student,
the number of words that matched the medical word list was
divided by the total number of words used by the student to
produce the final measure.

5 RESULTS

Transcripts from the VP interviews were downloaded from the
VPF2 application for processing. While learners may have
interacted with each VP multiple times, data was only pulled
from a learner’s longest transcript to compute the six metrics to
prevent artificial inflation of the metrics. For example, when
calculating a learner’s unique ICF codes, using all of a learner’s
transcripts may decrease this metric artificially, as the total
number of utterances by a learner has no upper limit.

To identify any changes in message production behavior, we
ran a mixed-design ANOVA on the six interview metrics. The
within-subjects factor was VP interview (Interview 1 and
Interview 2) and the between-subjects factor was interview
group (Group A or Group B). VP interview was the main
effect of interest in this analysis, as any significant effects of
VP interview would indicate that there was a change in learners’
message production from Interview 1 to Interview 2. Such a
finding would suggest that the VP interviews were able to elicit
changes in learners’ message production. The between-subjects
factor of interview group was included to determine if there were
any group differences. While group differences were not the main
focus of this analysis, we included the between-subjects factor
because students came from different institutions and
interviewed different virtual patients during their second
interview.

Outliers were reviewed for each metric visually using boxplots.
Any outliers and their treatment are noted below. Normality,
homogeneity of variances, and homogeneity of covariances were
assessed by Shapiro-Wilk test, Levene’s test of homogeneity of
variances, and Box’s M test. Any instances in which these
assumptions were not met are noted below. A summary of the
ANOVA results is provided in Table 3.

5.1 Goal Attainment
The assumption of normality was not met for the unique ICF
codes metric for the second virtual patient interview, p < 0.05, but
the mixed-design ANOVA was still performed, as ANOVAs have
been shown to be robust to violations to normality (Blanca et al.,
2017). There was no significant interaction effect of virtual patient
interview and interview group for the unique ICF codes used, F(1,
64) = 0.506, p = 0.479, partial η2 = 0.008. There was not a
significant main effect of interview group, F(1, 64) = 1.78, p =
0.18, partial η2 = 0.027, but there was a significant main effect of
virtual patient interview, F(1, 64) = 5.32, p = 0.024, partial η2 =
0.077. For students in both interview groups, the percent of
unique ICF codes increased from Interview 1 (19.1 ± 8.84%)
to Interview 2 (21.2 ± 6.45%). The means and standard deviations
of the unique ICF codes used in Interview 1 and 2 by both
interview groups are available in Figure 3.

5.2 Efficiency
For the questions per discovery metric, there was one extreme
outlier, as identified by inspection of the SPSS version 26
boxplot. However, exclusion of this outlier did not change
the results of the mixed-design ANOVA, so results including
this point are presented here. Normality was violated, p < 0.05,
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but the mixed-design ANOVA was still performed. There was
no significant interaction effect of virtual patient
interview and interview group on questions per discovery,
F(1, 64) = 2.91, p = 0.093, partial η2 = 0.043. There was
neither a significant main effect of the interview groups, F(1,
64) = 1.25, p = 0.267, partial η2 = 0.0190, but there
was a significant main effect of virtual patient interview, F(1,
64) = 35.7, p < 0.005, partial η2 = 0.358. Question per discovery
decreased significantly from Interview 1 (5.60 ± 2.71) to
Interview 2 (3.65 ± 1.58). The means and standard deviations
of questions per discovery for each interview group for
Interview 1 and Interview 2 are shown in Figure 4.

For the median question latency, shown in Figure 5, there was
one extreme outlier as identified by inspection of the SPSS version
26 boxplot. Unlike the previous metric, however, inclusion of this
outlier did affect the significance results of the interaction effect of
mixed-design ANOVA. Analysis reported here therefore excludes
the participant with the outlying value, user BK19_08, a member
of Group B.

Normality was violated, p < 0.05, but the mixed-design
ANOVA was still run. There was no significant interaction
effect of interview group and virtual patient interview, F(1, 63)
= 3.621, p = 0.0616, partial η2 = 0.0543. There was, however, a
significant effect of virtual patient interview, F(1, 63) = 51.5, p <
0.005, partial η2 = 0.450. Median question latency significantly
decreased from Interview 1 (27.8 ± 11.2 s) to Interview 2 (20.5 ±
6.47 s). Similarly, there was also a significant main effect of
interview group, F(1, 63) = 10.5, p = 0.002, partial η2 = 0.143.
Group B had a significantly higher median question latency
(27.5 ± 10.0 s) than Group A (21.4 ± 8.81 s).

5.3 Social Appropriateness
For percent of learner utterances below the standard reading ease
(Percent Below), the assumption of normality was not met for
students in Group B during Interview 2, p < 0.05. The mixed
design ANOVA was still performed. There was no significant
interaction effect of virtual patient interview and interview group
on Percent Below, F(1, 64) = 0.203, p = 0.654, partial η2 = 0.003.

TABLE 3 | A summary of the ANOVA results (interaction and main effects) for the Message Production Trends study.

Measure Interaction effect VP interview Interview group

Unique ICF not significant Int 1 < Int 2 not significant
Questions per Discovery not significant Int 1 > Int 2 not significant
Median Question Latency not significant Int 1 > Int 2 A < B
Percent Below not significant Int. 1 > Int. 2 A < B
Percent Similar significant A: n.s.

B: Int 1 < Int 2
Int 1: A > B
Int 2: A < B

Percent Med Words Significant A: n.s.
B: Int 1 < Int 2

Int 1: n.s.
Int 2: A < B

Interview groups are abbreviated A and B for Group A, who interviewed Lilly Smithand Vinny Devito, and for Group B, who interviewed Lilly Smith and Monica Roberts
Interviews are abbreviated “Int.”
Non-significant results are indicated by “n.s.”

FIGURE 3 | The means and standard deviations of unique ICF codes used for students in the Message Production Trends study.
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There was a significant main effect of virtual patient interview,
F(1, 64) = 5.30, p < 0.025, partial η2 = 0.076. For students in both
groups, the average of Percent Below for Interview 1, 22.8 ±
8.78%, was significantly higher than the average for Interview 2,
20.3 ± 7.67%. There was also a significant main effect of interview
group, F(1, 64) = 15.4, p < 0.005, partial η2 = 0.194. Averaged
across both interviews, Group B’s Percent Below measure was
significantly greater than Group A’s. This trend may be observed
in Figure 6.

For percent of learner utterances similar to the virtual
patient’s (Percent Similar), the assumption of normality was
not met for students in Group a during Interview 1, p < 0.05. The
mixed design ANOVA was still performed. There was a
significant interaction effect of virtual patient interview and
interview group on Percent Similar, F(1, 64) = 27.7, p < 0.005,
partial η2 = 0.302.

Follow-up analysis for the main effect of interview group
revealed that there was a significant difference in Percent

FIGURE 4 | The means and standard deviations of questions per discovery for students in the Message Production Trends study.

FIGURE 5 | The means and standard deviations of median question latency for students in the Message Production Trends study.
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Similar between the groups during Interview 1, F(1, 64) = 8.952,
p = 0.004, partial η2 = 0.123. For Interview 1, Group A’s Percent
Similar measure was significantly greater (58.2 ± 12.4%) than
Group B’s (49.9 ± 9.59%). A significant difference was also at
present at Interview 2, F(1, 64) = 5.36, p = 0.024, partial η2 =
0.077, but in the opposite direction. Group B’s Percent Similar
metric (62.4 ± 10.7%) was significantly greater than Group A’s
(55.8 ± 12.3%).

Follow-up analysis for the main effect of virtual patient
interview shows that only Group B displayed a significant
change in Percent Similar over the two interview, F(1, 29) =
30.2, p < 0.005, partial η2 = 0.510. Group B’s Percent Similar
measures increased from an average of 49.9 ± 9.59% in Interview 1
to 62.4 ± 10.7% in Interview 2. There was no significant change for
Group A over Interview 1 and Interview 2, F(1, 35) = 1.82, p =
0.186, partial η2 = 0.049. These trends may be observed in Figure 7.

FIGURE 6 | The means and standard deviations of percent of learner utterances below standard reading ease for students in the Message Production
Trends study.

FIGURE 7 | Themeans and standard deviations of percent of learner utterances similar to the virtual patient’s for students in the Message Production Trends study.
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Finally for the percent of medical words used (Percent Medical),
shown in Figure 8, the assumptions of normality and homogeneity
of covariances were notmet, p< 0.05, but themixed design ANOVA
was still performed. There was a significant interaction effect of
virtual patient interview and interview group on the percent of
medical words used, F(1, 64) = 4.13, p = 0.046, partial η2 = 0.061.

Follow-up analysis for the main effect of interview group reveals
there was a significant difference between the two groups at Interview
2, F(1, 64) = 7.40, p = 0.008, partial η2 = 0.104. Group B’s average for
percent of medical words used was significantly higher (7.13 ± 1.84%)
than Group A (5.86 ± 1.93%). This difference was not present in
Interview 1, F(1, 64) = 0.045, p = 0.833, partial η2 = 0.001.

Follow-up analysis for the main effect of virtual patient interview
revealed only a significant change for Group B, F(1, 29) = 7.79, p =
0.009, partial η2 = 0.212. The percent of medical words used by
Group A did not change significantly over the course of the
interviews, F(1, 35) = 1.23, p = 0.276, partial η2 = 0.034.

6 DISCUSSION

Our discussion of our results is broken into two subsections
Section 6.1, discusses potential trends in learners’ message
production and how they relate to known patterns in message
production, while Section 6.2 discusses what the results of this
work suggest for the application of the KirkpatrickModel to other
learning scenarios based in virtual environments.

6.1 Discussion of Learners’ Message
Production With Virtual Patients
Students’message production in the VP interviews demonstrated
changes in some measures, as there were several significant main

effects of virtual patient interview. The main effects of virtual
patient interview indicated that students’ goal attainment and
efficiency metrics changed significantly from Interview 1 to
Interview 2. A main effect of virtual patient interview was also
found for the Percent Below metric, one of the social
appropriateness measures. These changes in students’ message
production suggest that students ask questions on more topics,
ask these questions more efficiently, and use less complicated
language in Interview 2 than Interview 1. Based on these findings,
virtual human interviews elicited changes in a variety of message
production behaviors and may be useful in measuring students’
message production behavior throughout a semester.

Interestingly, for both the median question latency and the
Percent Below metric, in addition to significant effect of virtual
patient interview, there was also a significant difference between
interview groups. As stated previously, a between-subjects factor
was included in this analysis because students were required to
interview different virtual patients in Interview 2 and because
students came from different academic institutions. Group B
(Lilly and Monica) included some students from Kent State
University in the United States while Group A (Lilly and
Vinny) only contained students from the University of
Auckland in New Zealand. Cultural or environmental
differences may have prompted some of the Group B students
to produce messages in a manner different than those in Group A.
However, further analysis with more students from different
institutions would be needed to investigate this properly, as
the majority of the students in this analysis came from the
same institution, the University of Auckland.

The results for the social appropriateness metrics revealed
additional differences in message production. For the remaining
two metrics–Percent Similar and Percent MedWords–there were
significant interaction effects. For both metrics, Group B

FIGURE 8 | The means and standard deviations of percent of medical words used for students in the Message Production Trends study.
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experienced a significant increase from Interview 1 to Interview 2.
At Interview 2, Group A’s values are also significantly less than
Group B’s. In contrast to the Percent Below measure, in which we
saw an overall difference in Group B (Lilly and Monica)
compared to Group A (Lilly and Vinny), the influencing
factor here seems to be isolated to Interview 2, suggesting that
the changes in these metrics may be due to speaking to a
different VP.

One potential reason that students in Group B spoke in a
more similar language complexity to the VP during the
second interview may be due to the ages and genders of
the virtual patients interviewed. Previous research in
linguistics shows that speakers “align” their speaking more
closely to their speaking partners’ if the partner is considered
an “in-group” member (Unger, 2010). In other words, in
conversation, one speaker may mimic another speaker more
if the second speaker is perceived to be similar. This
perception of in-group versus out-group may have been
present when students interviewed the virtual patients.
Lilly Smith (Interview 1) is depicted as a 65 year-old
female, while Monica Roberts (Group B, Interview 2) is
depicted as a 38 year-old female. Since Monica Roberts is
closer in age to the participants, the participants may have
tried to match Monica more than Lilly in terms of language
complexity. Such a perception may have affected the
percentage of medical words used as well.

6.2 Overall Discussion
Using the metrics identified from the Kirkpatrick Model related
to holistic interviewing and patient adherence, we demonstrated
that the VPs elicited changes in students’ message production
behavior over time. From this finding, we identify two
contributions. Firstly, our work adds to the existing ability of
VHs to elicit real-world behaviors from participants, as
demonstrated in the works discussed previously (Slater et al.,
2006; Cassell et al., 2009). Secondly, based on our application of
the Kirkpatrick Model to identify how these behavioral measures
were made, we find support for our suggestion to introduce
educational VH simulations at the Behavioral level in the
Kirkpatrick Model.

The ability to include educational VH simulations at later
stages in the Kirkpatrick Model could have a great impact for
developers of these applications. Because the metrics derived
using the Kirkpatrick Model originate from important
objectives in the educational context itself, this process
provides some assurance that the measures are meaningful to
what is being learned. Further, by incorporating behavioral
measures into the VH scenario, there is the potential to lessen
the gap between the Learning and Behavior levels in theModel, as
learners will be able to engage in the critical behaviors while still
interacting with the VH itself. The VH-based training may also be
used as a Behavior level monitoring solution, which is critical to
ensure trainees continue to apply training in real world settings.
While future work will be needed to evaluate the general ability of
virtual environments to blend aspects of the Learning and
Behavior levels, our work provides initial support for this line
of inquiry.

7 CONCLUSION

In this work, we recommend the use of the Kirkpatrick Model
as a framework to evaluate educational and training
applications using virtual environments. Specifically, we
investigated the use of non-fully immersive, conversational
VHs to evaluate learner behavior change during training by
using the Kirkpatrick Model to identify behavioral measures
that can be evaluated both in virtual environments and in the
real-world. By incorporating behavioral measures into our VP-
based desktop application, we hope to lessen the potential gap
between the virtual simulations and the behaviors learners
should perform in the real world. Our work provides a new
perspective on measuring behavior as compared to the
standard Kirkpatrick Model, which advises that
learners’ behaviors may only be observed while in real-
world scenarios.

In our application of the Kirkpatrick Model, we derived six
metrics related to healthcare students’ real-world behaviors
(Level 3) that promote holistic interviewing and patient
adherence (Level 4 Results). These six metrics were then
used to evaluate healthcare students’ message production
with VPs over the course of an academic semester. We
found significant changes in three of the six metrics. While
follow-up research would be needed to confirm that these
changes reflect students’ message production trends with
real patients, we view this finding as encouraging: the
behavior metrics motivated by the Kirkpatrick Model have
some sensitivity to students’ language behavior and can be also
be reused to evaluate students’ language behavior with
real patients later on. Additional work will be needed to
validate this approach, but we find support for our new
perspective of the Kirkpatrick Model to observe behavior
level measures with non-fully immersive VH technology.
Additional work is needed to further validate our approach
in fully-immersive simulations. Future work can also
investigate the effects of measuring behavior level
measures in simulation by comparing learner behaviors
across virtual environments and reality, as well by
tracking larger metrics such as those found in the Model’s
results level.
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